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Abstract—Motivated by the similar structure and actuation mechanism to humans and animals, the study of musculoskeletal robots has gained attention in recent years. However, the unilateral actuation property of muscles and high complexity of the mechanical system imposes great challenges on the design and control of such robots. An open-source realistic simulation platform for theoretical testing would therefore be advantageous for the research community of musculoskeletal robots. In this paper, an end-to-end open-source framework for the design, simulation and control of the general class of musculoskeletal robots (CARDsFlow) is presented. The framework consists of three advantageous features: 1) 3D computer-aided designs of musculoskeletal robots can be automatically converted for use with Gazebo and CASPR; 2) realistic physics simulation of musculoskeletal robots within Gazebo; and 3) integration of CASPR cable-driven robot controllers with CARDsFlow through the ROS platform. Simulation results on a two-link planar robot and the Roboy robot arm are presented to demonstrate the convenience to design and simulate musculoskeletal robots using CARDsFlow.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bio-inspired robots, such as those inspired by humans and animals, have been studied since the beginning of the development of robots [1]. This ranges from those with bio-inspired functionality, such as flying [2], swimming [3] and walking [4], to humanoids with an anthropomorphic joint and rigid body structure [5]. More recently, the development of robots actuated by muscles (\textit{musculoskeletal robots}) have been motivated by its higher end-effector to weight ratio [6], actuation similarities with musculoskeletal systems [7], expected better ability to produce human-like motion and a platform for the study of neuromuscular control.

Typically, musculoskeletal robots are actuated by: 1) pneumatic artificial muscles [8], for example, the Lucy robot [9]; and 2) cables, for example, the Roboy robot [10] (Figure 1), BM-Arm [11], and Kengoro robot family [12]. The key characteristic of such types of actuators is that they can only provide actuation in tension but not compression, resulting in the need of agonist and antagonist muscles (\textit{actuation redundancy}). Furthermore, to maintain the compact structure of musculoskeletal systems, the actuators may wrap around the bone structure. Consequently, this creates a range of difficulties and challenges in the modelling [13], analysis [14]–[16] and control [17] of such systems.

In addition to the challenges caused by the actuation properties, the increased complexity of the mechanical system makes it difficult to realize musculoskeletal robots in hardware. As such, the modelling and testing of algorithms in simulation provides enormous benefits in the advances of musculoskeletal robots. For example, the simulation of the inverse dynamics [13] allows the required muscle forces to produce particular motions to be determined such that the actuators and muscle locations can be designed. Furthermore, the control of the operational space of musculoskeletal robots [18] is a difficult theoretical problem and the testing in a realistic simulation environment should be performed before the deployment on the hardware to ensure safe operations.

Existing musculoskeletal robot projects, such as the Roboy or Kengoro, typically develop their own simulation and visualization software. Since the simulators are specific only to their developed robots, it cannot be easily used to study other musculoskeletal robots to design different systems. Moreover, these software are not easily accessible and inconvenient to use to test different control and analysis algorithms with realistic rigid body physics simulation.

For traditional joint-actuated robots, Gazebo [19] has been a popular physics simulation environment with a growing community, where common robots such as the PR2 [20] and TurtleBot [21], can be freely accessed and conveniently used directly \textit{out of the box}. Furthermore, Gazebo uses the Robot Operation System (ROS) [22] such that it is convenient to incorporate different custom developed controllers and analysis modules. Moreover, simulations performed in Gazebo and ROS can then be seamlessly adapted to operate the
corresponding robot hardware. However, Gazebo and ROS platforms do not directly support musculoskeletal robots.

In the field of biomechanics, OpenSim [23] allows the kinematics and dynamics of musculoskeletal systems with physiological muscle models to be simulated. Although widely used within biomechanics, the software cannot be used to study and control musculoskeletal robots. For musculoskeletal robots, an open-source simulation and analysis software CASPR [24] was developed. CASPR allows different cable-driven robot models, analysis algorithms and controllers to be conveniently simulated. In addition, CASPR could also be used to operate real cable-driven robot systems in a seamless manner [11], [25].

However, there are several limitations in CASPR within the study of musculoskeletal robots. First, the specification of robot, such as rigid body and cable attachment properties, using XML files is inconvenient and prone to errors. Second, the physics simulation used within CASPR is very simple and does not support features such as collision and contacts. Finally, the visualization capabilities in CASPR are very limited and do not allow a multiple object environment to be constructed. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there does not exist any complete simulation platform for musculoskeletal robots that combines the design with realistic physics simulation, while allowing the incorporation of muscle models and motion controllers.

In this paper, an open-source end-to-end design and physics simulation framework (named CARDSFlow) for generalized musculoskeletal robots is presented. The framework consists of three modules that connects a computer-aided design (CAD) software (Fusion 360), the Gazebo simulator and CASPR into one single framework. This allows: 1) 3D CAD of musculoskeletal robots to be automatically converted for use with Gazebo and CASPR; 2) physics simulation of musculoskeletal robots within Gazebo; and 3) integration of CASPR with CARDSFlow through the ROS platform. This framework allows a convenient way to design, simulate and control musculoskeletal robots. Furthermore, two different controllers, one in joint space and one in operational space, specific to musculoskeletal robots have been implemented in CARDSFlow. Through two examples, a two-link planar robot and the Roboy robot arm, the simplicity and practicality of CARDSFlow to simulate and operate physical musculoskeletal robots are demonstrated.

II. FRAMEWORK OF CARDSFLOW
CARDSFlow consists of three components:
1) Fusion 360 CAD software to design the musculoskeletal robot (Section III). A module (SDFusion) is developed such that 3D CAD models of musculoskeletal robots can be automatically converted into SDF and XML files that are compatible with Gazebo and CASPR, respectively.
2) Gazebo physics simulator with support for musculoskeletal robots (Section IV). This is achieved through the Muscle Model Module developed for Gazebo that determines the muscle forces acting on the robot.

3) Development of controllers and analysis algorithms through CASPR (Section V). This is achieved through the ROS framework to communicate between CASPR and Gazebo.

Figure 2 shows the flow, components and their interactions in the CARDSFlow system. The key characteristic and advantage of CARDSFlow is that the framework can be considered as end-to-end, where from the CAD software design of the robot to the control within a well-accepted physics environment allow musculoskeletal robots to be conveniently studied (Figure 3). Furthermore, by using the same ROS topics, controllers tested in physics simulations can be seamlessly adapted to the control of hardware robot systems [11]. As such, the use of Fusion 360, Gazebo and CASPR brings the benefits of the existing software together, as it will be described in the following sections.

III. FROM THE COMPUTER AIDED DESIGNS TO GAZEBO
For the accurate simulation of robots, an accurate model of the system is extremely important. Furthermore, the model description is also required within model-based controllers for the feed-forward control command. For musculoskeletal robots, the model information, including the mass, inertia, and muscle attachment points (or via points), is used in both the physics simulation (Gazebo) and controller design (CASPR). Within Gazebo and CASPR, user-defined SDF and XML files are typically hand-crafted manually, which is inconvenient and prone to errors.

Designing robots with 3D computer-aided design (CAD) software is therefore advantageous, as model descriptions can be easily obtained from the constructed CAD robot model. Using Fusion 360 from Autodesk, different parts of musculoskeletal robots can be easily designed (Figures 4a-4d). However, the existing version of Fusion 360 does not support the definition of the locations of via points, which are critical in the modelling of musculoskeletal robots.
To extend the capability of Fusion 360 and support the design of via points, a Python module (\textit{SDFusion}) is developed using Fusion’s Python API. Users can define via points for the robot through the GUI, and the defined model can be automatically exported into SDF and XML model description files that are required by Gazebo and CASPR, respectively.

\textbf{A. Definition of Via Points}

Muscles can be modelled by defining the via points, which can be intuitively performed using the GUI of SDFusion in Fusion 360 (Figure 5). Users only need to construct a point on the model and select the link on which the muscle is attached. For each muscle model, multiple via points can be set to create multiple muscle segments.

\textbf{B. Conversion to Model Description Files}

SDFusion extracts link and joint information from the CAD model and converts the kinematic model into tree-structured model descriptions in SDF and XML formats (Figure 6). Model properties such as the center of mass and inertia of each link are calculated automatically by defining the material properties. User-defined via points are saved in both SDF and XML files, which are parsed by the Muscle Model Module (Section IV) and CASPR, respectively.

\section*{IV. PHYSICS MODELING AND GAZEBO}

\textbf{A. General model of musculoskeletal robots}

Musculoskeletal robots can be modelled as a multi-link cable-driven robot (\textit{MCDR}), as proposed in [13]. The system dynamics of an \( n \)-DoF (degree of freedom) musculoskeletal robots with \( m \) muscles can be described by the following equation of motion (\textit{EoM}):

\[
M(q)\ddot{q} + C(\dot{q}, q) + G(q) + w_e = -L(q)^Tf,
\]

where \( q \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the generalized coordinates (\textit{pose}), \( M(q) \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n} \) is the mass-inertia matrix, \( C(\dot{q}, q) \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the centrifugal and Coriolis vector, \( G(q) \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the gravitational vector, and \( w_e \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the external wrench applying on the system. The joint-muscle Jacobian matrix \( L(q) \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \)
relates the muscle force vector $f \in \mathbb{R}^m$ to the system wrench. Muscle forces are bounded by a set of positive minimum and maximum feasible muscle forces, $f_{\text{min}}$ and $f_{\text{max}}$, such that

$$0 \leq f_{\text{min}} \leq f_i \leq f_{\text{max}}, \quad \forall i : f_i \in f$$

(2)

B. Gazebo Muscle Model Module

With the SDF model descriptions, Gazebo constructs the robot model and generates the rigid body dynamics terms (left-hand side of (1)). However, the calculation of the joint-muscle Jacobian matrix $L(q)$ is not supported, such that the simulation of cable-driven robots is not directly available.

To extend Gazebo’s capability to support cable-driven robots, the Muscle Model Module is developed using the extendable feature of SDF files and Gazebo C++ API. The via points defined in SDPusion are saved in the same SDF file with other kinematic properties, and are parsed to generate muscle routings. Furthermore, this module allows complex muscle kinematics, such as the wrapping of muscles over bone structures, to be modelled and passed into Gazebo.

Within Gazebo, a pair of tension forces are applied for each muscle segment at the via points as specified by the SDF file. This allows the effect of the muscle forces acting on the robot to be simulated in the Gazebo physics. Moreover, the module allows different muscle actuator models, such as cables, pneumatic air muscles, or even physiological muscles and ligaments, to be easily simulated.

The kinematics and dynamics of muscles computed by the module allow Gazebo to realistically simulate the physics of musculoskeletal robots. Additionally, RViz allows the results of the simulation to be visualized (Figure 7a), where the muscle forces are shown as arrows. Additional information about the model, such as coordinate frames and joint angles, can also be shown in RViz to monitor the robot’s state.

The primary advantages of using Gazebo within the CARDSFlow framework include: 1) leverages a well-accepted realistic physics simulation platform using engines such as Bullet and ODE; 2) allows multiple robots and object environments to be easily simulated (Figure 7b); and 3) considers interactions between the robot and environment such that contacts can be simulated and controlled.

V. INTEGRATION OF CASPR CONTROLLERS

A. CASPR controllers

In this section, two controllers for musculoskeletal robots, in the joint and operational spaces, have been implemented in CASPR as part of the CARDSFlow framework.

1) Joint Space CTC: The joint space computed-torque based controller (CTC) proposed in [26] is implemented to solve the joint space tracking problem. Given desired joint position $q$, velocity $\dot{q}$ and acceleration $\ddot{q}$ trajectories, a set of force commands $f$ is determined to actuate the system by solving the following optimization problem:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \frac{1}{2} f^T H_f f \\
\text{subject to} & \quad M(q) a_c + C(q, \dot{q}) + G(q) = -L^T(q) f \\
& \quad a_c = \dot{q}_d + K_d (\dot{q}_d - \dot{q}) + K_p (q_d - q) \\
& \quad 0 \leq f_{\text{min}} \leq f \leq f_{\text{max}},
\end{align*}$$

(3)

where the cable forces are minimized with the weight $H_f$ and the joint position and velocity errors are compensated by the positive definite gains $K_p$, $K_d$. The force solution are bounded by the positive force constraints $f_{\text{min}}$ and $f_{\text{max}}$.

2) Operational Space CTC: In addition to the joint space, tracking tasks can be defined in operational space, for example, the position of the hand rather than the joint angles of the shoulder and elbow. To resolve the redundancy due to the higher DoF in joint space compared with the operational space, the following formulation is proposed to obtain the muscle forces $f$ given operational space trajectories:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \frac{1}{2} \dot{q}^T H_q \dot{q} + \frac{1}{2} f^T H_f f, \\
\text{subject to} & \quad M(q) \ddot{q} + C(q, \dot{q}) + G(q) = -L^T(q) f \\
& \quad (\ddot{y}_d - \ddot{y}) + K_d (\dot{y}_d - \dot{y}) + K_p (y_d - y) = 0 \\
& \quad \dot{y} = J(q) \dot{q} \\
& \quad \ddot{y} = J(q) \ddot{q} + J(q) \dot{q} \\
& \quad 0 \leq f_{\text{min}} \leq f \leq f_{\text{max}},
\end{align*}$$

(4)

where the cost function consists of joint acceleration $\ddot{q}$ and cable force $f$. The vector $y$ refers to the operational space position. $J(q)$ refers to the joint-to-operational space Jacobian, and the error dynamics in operational space is controlled by the positive definite gains $K_p$ and $K_d$.

B. Integration of CASPR controllers and Gazebo

Communication between CASPR controllers and Gazebo is established through the Robotics System Toolbox in MATLAB and the Muscle Model Module. CASPR achieves ROS communication through the Robotics System Toolbox, and the Muscle Model Module communicates with the CASPR controller with ROS messages and the Gazebo simulator with the Gazebo API (Figure 8).

Given joint position $q$ and velocity $\dot{q}$, force commands $f$ generated by the CASPR controllers are sent to the Muscle Model Module through ROS messages. The module then applies the set of forces on the Gazebo models. Feedback $q$ and $\dot{q}$ are published to the ROS topic that CASPR
has subscribed, such that the control loop is established. Furthermore, by using the same ROS topics as in simulations, the controllers tested in Gazebo can be seamlessly adapted to the control of hardware robot systems [11].

VI. SIMULATION EXAMPLES

In this section, simulation examples of controlling two musculoskeletal robots, 2R-Planar robot and Roboy’s left arm, are presented to demonstrate the capability of CARDSFlow. Joint space control on the 2R-Planar robot is first presented, followed by the operational space control on Roboy’s left arm. Kinematics and control inputs are saved and analyzed in CASPR, with results shown in figures 9-12.

Simulations are conducted on two sets of hardware connected through local network. The first set contributes as the platform for the Gazebo simulation environment, with ROS-Kinetic running on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. The second set of hardware runs CASPR on MATLAB R2018a, Windows 8.1. This setup shows that multiple machines and operating systems can be involved in the framework of CARDSFlow.

A. 2R-Planar Robot

The 2R-Planar robot is a 2-link, 2-DoF planar robot with 2 revolute joints (Figure 9). The 2 links are actuated by 4 muscles, which are visualized with red lines. As the end-effector, the path of the second link’s tip is represented by a series of light blue spheres. Joint positions \( q_1, q_2 \) are displayed to keep track of the robot’s status.

Using the joint space CTC in CASPR, a joint space trajectory is tracked. The trajectory is defined between \( q = [-0.5, 0.5], [0.5, -0.5], [-0.5, 0.5] \), and lasts for 8 seconds. The controller gains are set to \( K_p = 2000 \) and \( K_d = 90 \) (damping ratio \( \approx 1 \)). With the force commands shown in figure 10a, it can be seen from figure 10b that the controller is capable of tracking the reference trajectory (dotted lines).

B. Roboy’s Left Arm

The left arm of Roboy is a 2-link 4-DoF musculoskeletal structure, with 3-DoF at the shoulder joint and 1-DoF at the elbow joint (Figure 11). The arm is actuated by 11 cables, with 9 actuating the upper arm, and 2 actuating the lower arm. The end-effector is defined on the tip of the stick that the arm is holding. Similarly, a series of light blue spheres is rendered to indicate the end-effector’s path.

The robot is required to track a flower-like trajectory on the plane \( y_2 = -0.45 \). The flower trajectory has a center at \( y = [0.45, -0.45, 0.45] \), an amplitude of 0.15 and lasts for 30 seconds. The light blue flower shown in figure 11 is the actual path of the end-effector. Figure 12 shows that the operational space CTC is capable of controlling the robot’s end-effector to track the reference trajectory. This result verifies the operational space CTC formulation on a complex structure, and demonstrates the convenience of incorporating custom developed controllers into CARDSFlow.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

An end-to-end physics simulation framework that connects computer-aided design, modelling, to simulation and control of musculoskeletal robots was presented. Automatic and convenient conversion from CAD models to model description files compatible with Gazebo and CASPR was made possible with SDFusion. Using the Muscle Model Module, the modelling and visualization of musculoskeletal robots in the Gazebo environment with a range of useful features was achieved. The module also facilitates the communication between CASPR controllers and the Gazebo simulation. Two control tasks in joint space and operational space were
performed and the results demonstrated the practicality of CARDSFlow in the operation and controller design of musculoskeletal robots. The variety in the demonstrated robots also showed the potential of extending the framework to other classes of musculoskeletal robots.
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